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On the outskirts of San Luis Obispo, about half a day's drive 
down the coastal Route 1 from San Francisco is the Madonna Inn, 
a hotel and Carpenter Gothic temple of unabashed kitsch. Its 
camp-inflected immoderation – found in plush pink upholstery 
and floral carpeting, iridescent, candied goblets and waterfall 
urinals – was described in 1975 by author and semiotician 
Umberto Eco as ‘Arcimboldi builds the Sagrada Familia for Dolly 
Parton. Or: Carmen Miranda designs a Tiffany locale for the Jolly 
Hotel chain. Or [...] Chopin’s Sonata in B flat minor sung by Perry 
Como in an arrangement by Liberace and accompanied by the 
Marine Band. No, that still isn’t right …’1  Overloaded by 
architectural, cultural, and even musical references the Madonna 
is a place that, in its creative excesses, eludes identification. Eco 
is ultimately sceptical, underrating the hotel as an ‘overstuffed’ 
venture for tourists seeking low-cost opulence. However while his  

 
                                                
1 U. Eco, Faith in Fakes: Travels in Hyperreality, London, Secker & Warburg, 





piquant descriptions are a near characterisation, it is the phrase 
that still isn’t right that comes closest to articulating the roadside 
inn. 
 
PURPOSEFUL ABSTRACTION 19 (2021), one of two banners by 
Laura Aldridge in The Outside Is Inside Everything We Make, 
draws on a set of Art Deco inspired stained glass windows at the 
Madonna, which the artist visited during a research trip to 
California in early 2020. The work is one of a series of banners 
that Aldridge has produced since 2015, and observes a relatively 
modest architectural detail of the building: the windows look out  
onto a partially obscured view of the concrete car park and 
nearby highway. Aldridge has extracted the geometry of the  
 

          
        

        
          

         
        

        
         

             
            

         
          

          

original window as a series of colourful appliquéd borders that form 
repeating circular apertures. The negative spaces of PURPOSEFUL 
ABSTRACTION 19 give form to an outside-inside threshold. They 
might be clear glass, be a framing device to interact with and fill 
with further information, or else whole in their blankness, 
maintaining shapes of their own. Constructing the work from 
textiles offers specific material possibilities, both narrative and 
formal, and Aldridge explores the dual properties of fabric: its 
ability to be both a flat pictorial plane and an object that can hold 
volume, form and colour, at once two and three dimensional. She 
has previously referred to her methodologies as a type of extended 
collage, and variations on the banner structure have become an 
iterative framework within which to test her lines



of enquiry – a container that permits images, processes, colours 
and textures to be assembled, reconfigured, and remade. 
 
In the exhibition’s second banner, PURPOSEFUL 
ABSTRACTION 18 (2021), a canvas panel of readymade green 
stripes wryly nods to a kind of ersatz minimalism. Dipped and 
soaked in a vivid magenta dye, the stripes are adjoined to a taffeta 
skirt of delicate, blossom-pink circles. A patchwork of hairy 
packing blankets forms a tabard or collar that has been decorated 
with medallion-like shards of enamelled ceramic. The work 
resembles nothing so much as a long robe, a strange and  
ceremonial garment, arms outstretched and welcoming us 
inwards; but hung from a wooden pole it might also be an 
unscrolled manuscript, a portable, evidently collapsible object, to 
be rolled-up and taken elsewhere. There is a sense that  
 

         
          

         
       

              
           

   
         

        
          

         
            

         
          

         
        

              
           

       
         

        
          

         
           

Aldridge’s materials have been temporarily arrested at a single 
point in an otherwise ongoing series of actions, and further 
physical conditions or transformations of the work may be 
forthcoming. However, her approach to materiality and making 
has a distinct formal precision. That is not to say her works are in 
any way austere; they contain a clear sense of enjoyment and 
playful material expansiveness that accommodates ornament and 
humour. Rather Aldridge pays close attention to the innate 
properties and affective qualities of her work’s constituent 
elements to elicit haptic and associative responses. Her use of 
fabric suggests an immediate relationship to clothing but more 
specifically, locates the work in close proximity to the body and in



bodily experience. By prioritising processes which center the 
maker’s hand (cutting, dyeing, sewing, printing, moulding), her 
works imply different modes of tactile and sensory participation. 
In this way, Aldridge makes us aware of the potential to not only 
look at a sculpture, but to carry, wear, embrace or inhabit it. 
 
Aldridge’s banners introduce a discourse around materiality and 
texture that runs throughout The Outside Is Inside Everything 
We Make. Much of the fabric Aldridge uses in the exhibition was 
sourced in San Francisco, and while in California she spent time  
at three Bay Area organizations for artists with disabilities 
including the Creative Growth Art Center, where Judith Scott  
began practicing in 1987.2 Over the next 17 years, until her death 
in 2005, Scott developed a distinctive body of sculptural work: 
her assemblages of found objects or built armatures which have 
been bound in textile, thread and yarn, are blazingly complex in 
form and attitude. Initially producing drawings of repeated, 
looping circles, Scott began working with textiles following a 
workshop with sculptor Sylvia Seventy. Though Creative Growth 
offers a communal studio setting where most, if not all, of the 
staff and facilitators are themselves practicing artists, thereafter 
Scott worked largely independently, developing the intricacy and 
scale of her works. She often began by selecting a found object 

                                                
2 Aldridge has had a longstanding interest in Scott’s work, and during this 
research trip she visited Creative Growth (Oakland), Creativity Explored (San 
Francisco) and NIAD (National Institute of Art and Disabilities, Richmond), 
three non-profits established by artist Florence Ludins-Katz and her 
psychologist husband Elias Katz. Founded in 1974, Creative Growth is the 
oldest of these organisations and now works with over 140 artists with 
disabilities. https://creativegrowth.org/ 





which, perhaps necessarily, was usually everyday in appearance. 
These included a chair, bicycle wheels, a shopping trolley, but 
were often more modest in scale. Wrapped and woven within 
fabric and fibers, the original forms are occasionally visible but 
more frequently abstracted, disappearing into the subsequent 
layers and bindings of the work. Scott would sometimes 
aggregate further objects into a piece, and x-rays have revealed 
both personal effects and small items taken from the surrounding 
studio buried within her sculptures.3 
 

The untitled work that is included in the exhibition has been 
formed around an umbrella frame, and its handle is tightly 
wrapped in blue wool and cotton thread. Unusually, Scott has left 
clues as to its origin, and spokes emerge from the bulk of the 
woven object like a series of spindles or an improvised loom. As 
objects, her works call out to be handled: they look like wrapped 
gifts, or otherwise tools, lending them a performative character. 
Primarily created while seated at a large table, Scott’s sculptures 
correlate to bodily dimensions and the extent to which her 
materials could be reached and manipulated by hand. Her 
presence is underscored by the haptic qualities of the work, 
located in both the tactility of fabric, and in the way the 
sculptures transcribe Scott’s process of binding and building 
materials towards a whole form.4 
                                                
3 The more unlikely of these included keys, a paycheck and a wedding ring. 
See K. Killian, ‘An Interview with Joyce Scott’, in C. Morris and M. Higgs 
(eds.), Judith Scott: Bound and Unbound, Munich / London, Brooklyn Museum 
/ DelMonico Books, Prestel, 2014, p. 61. 
4 Scott worked sequentially on objects for weeks or months at a time, but after 
completing a piece she had less interest in how it was exhibited. The question 





 
One of the best known images of Scott herself depicts the artist 
embracing one of her own works. Photographed by Leon 
Borenstein in 1997, her face is resting on the form, a dense 
biomorphic mass of twine and string that seems almost 
embroidered in parts. The sculpture is slightly larger than the 
artist, and her arms don’t quite encircle it. Borenstein’s image 
later appeared on the front cover of queer theorist Eve Kosofsky 
Sedgwick’s Touching Feeling, and acted as a kind blueprint for 
her essays on affect and performance. Sedgwick wrote of the 
photograph, ‘Through their closeness, the sense of sight is seen to 
dissolve in favor of that of touch [...] There is no single way to 
understand the “beside-ness” of these two forms, even though 
one of them was made by the other’.5 For Sedgwick the image 
becomes paradigmatic of the emotional and sensory qualities of 
Scott’s work; the intimacy and experiential pull of texture and 
touch that is difficult to parse through visual description alone. It 
also accounts for the difficulty curators and critics have had 
discussing the artwork without the artist, or understanding 
Scott’s work outside of the context of her biography without also 
negating her specific experiences or motives for making. However 
this compelling ambiguity within Scott’s sculptures strengthens, 
rather than frustrates, the direct and essential intent inscribed in 
each line of looped thread, selected object or colour. The evidence 
                                                                                                                 
of how to interpret or categorise her works can be ambiguous, partially 
because Scott, who was mute and deaf, did not ‘speak of the rationale behind 
their final form’. See M. Higgs, `Judith Scott: Creative Growth’, in Morris and 
Higgs, Judith Scott, p. 35-46. 
5 E.K. Sedgwick, Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity, Durham, 
Duke University Press, 2003, p. 22-23. 





of her process, meaning, and labour is inherent to the physical 
fact of the objects she created, and subsequently our encounters 
with them.  

 
Formally, Aldridge and Scott’s works open up conversations 
surrounding material experimentation, abstraction, process and 
craft. Beyond this lies more an elusive tension between distance 
and proximity. Our experience of their sculptures is directed by 
visual affinities and conversations between materials, but also in 
the tactile languages that their works produce. In one of the few 
moments that touch is allowed, Aldridge has included a series of 
sculptural stools that are intended as functional seats for the 
audience. They have been assembled by stacking large glass 
storage jars, and contain a curious assortment of objects; a 
collection of pickled bibelots that is part laboratory, part pantry.  
One holds pieces of used clay, each of which has been impressed 
with a different surface; another dated 01/03/2016 suspends 
nails in a solution of red cabbage vinegar, remnants of an 
alchemic process that has transferred the colour of the cabbage to 
the pieces of fabric and the surrounding liquid. Colour is central 
to how Aldridge’s work communicates, and she often deploys 
dyes and pigments as a sculptural material in the same way that 
clay might be handled and manipulated. Here, Aldridge is even 
more direct. Displaying jars of ‘iron water’, a combination of 
vinegar and iron objects used to mordant or ‘fix’ dyes in fabric, 
she makes the tools and processes of dyeing  both the object and 
the subject of the work. Foremost, the jars are decoctions of 
colour and matter, but they also enact pungent forms of 





synesthesia – purple taste, furry crunchy smell, bitter sound 
(that still isn’t right) – perhaps what Sedgwick would have called 
a ‘transaction of texture’.6 
 
The jars also record a material biography, or a biography through 
materials. Some of the items are domestic, others are residual 
substances used to create artworks. Gathered together these 
fragments recount a history of artistic labour and creative 
process, not unlike the way we might read Scott’s sculptures 
through the objects bound within them. A similar kind of 
material biography occurs in Leanne Ross’s ‘shout out’ series 
(2015–). Ross keeps journals of specific words and phrases that 
record moments in her daily routine or conversations in the 
studio, as well as ‘colour books’ which form a similar, chromatic 
diary. This work is the basis for her shout outs, which she 
assembles by laying down rectangular fields of colour on large 
paper sheets before writing out her chosen phrase in black ink, 
pairing each word with a specific background. The works' graphic 
forms and bright palette bring to mind the languages of 
advertising, but can also be described in relation to pop art or the 
typographical effects of concrete poetry. Ross’s use of colour, 
spacing and composition underscores her texts with the inflection 
and pacing of speech: creating a sense of (lively green) 
excitement and speed, or (deep blue) slowed down emphasis. In 
Me Time (2021), one of three shout outs in the exhibition, each 
word sits carefully within a pink container, conferring an easy 
feeling of contentment and satisfaction. Good Bright Colours 
                                                
6 Sedgwick, Touching Feeling, p. 22. 



(2021) builds to almost exclamatory effect, with the final word 
spilling out of its red background, letters stacking up in the lower 
right hand corner of the work as they reach the limit of the paper.  
 
Ross’s texts commemorate and give significance to special people 
or places visited, domestic or studio activities and remembered 
events. The shout outs can be declarative, are often affirmative 
and humorous, and have an immediacy and communicative 
power that parallels the poster format of her works. That they are 
collectively described as ‘shout outs’ emphasises a relationship to 
live performance and publicness in Ross’s works, which directly 
address her audience. However if she is the performer, we are 
also invited to participate; to listen to her stories and equally 
invest her work with our own narratives. The brevity of these 
short, aphoristic texts – other works in the series include She Is 
Nice, Dogs on the Sofa, Big Happy Workshop – lends them a 
poetic and anecdotal tone, and her references to everyday life 
maintain a specificity that feels both personal and readily 
familiar.  
 
Ross and Aldridge have a mutually collaborative relationship as 
members of KMAdotcom (Kiss My Artist).7 With Kiss My Artist, 
Ross has produced a new installation that develops her drawings 
of flowers into a digitally collaged wallpaper. The wallpaper, and 
                                                
7 Kiss My Artist or KMAdotcom is an artist studio based in Midlothian that 
brings together a diverse group of artists with and without learning disabilities. 
Artists work together to make individual and 
collaborative projects. Kiss My Artist is part of ArtLink, with whom Aldridge 
also delivers sensory workshops. https://kmadotcom.art 
 



a collection of cut out vinyls which are scattered throughout the 
gallery, extend the print-like qualities of Ross’s work. In nature, 
flowers are a lure, evolving numerous adaptations in size, colour 
and fragrance to attract pollinators. Flowers have a similar appeal 
to us; we grow them, embody them with hidden botanical 
symbolism, use them to mark important moments and gift them 
in celebration, thanks, rememberance or sympathy. They also 
offer simple sensory pleasure: as Ross says, ‘You can treat 
yourself to flowers'. Ross’s flowerscape deals disarmingly with 
beauty and optimism; ‘good bright colours’ might also describe 
the dense, graphic meadow of blooms she has created. Intense 
and vivid, they are headily abstract, somewhere between a 
vigorous Fauvist landscape and a psychedelic vintage textile. 
Though the subject matter is instantly recognisable, Ross’s 
flowers feel less like an attempt to illustrate a particular specimen 
(they could be poppies, anemones, daisies), than a desire to 
envelop us with floral materiality.  
 
The character and intent of Ross’s practice is ultimately one of 
generosity to the viewer, and cumulatively her works feel like 
open invitations to celebrate, to enjoy something overlooked, to 
pause or take notice. The shout outs in particular have their own 
form of texture, simply and directly referencing touch, as in the 
exhibition’s third shout out Kiss On The Cheek (2021), but also 
drawing out specific sensory memories that bring to mind 
multiple unseen or unspoken stories.  Ross’s works contain a 
richness that is derived from both lived experience and keen 
observation of day-to-day interactions: most acutely, she relates 



moments of connectedness – between people, places, objects – 
and makes a sincere argument for pleasure in aesthetic 
encounters.  
 
The exhibition’s title, The Outside Is Inside Everything We Make, 
is a piece of found text Aldridge took from discarded packaging. 
In relation to Aldridge, Ross and Scott’s works, the title indicates 
a conversation about materiality, but also the experiences which 
inform the artists’ encounters with making and consequentially, 
our understanding of their works. One other interpretation might 
be offered; that the outside-inside threshold the title suggests 
also refers to vessels. In a shout out not included in the 
exhibition, Ross wrote ‘My Treasure’. The words disclose 
something secretive, dear, perhaps possessive. My Treasure 
(2020) was produced in direct response to Scott’s work and 
biography and as always, Ross’s words convey something that is 
essential, rather than sentimental, about Scott’s practice. Scott’s 
works, and the unseen spaces within her bindings, are comprised 
of interiority – but at the same time her sculptures form cocoons, 
an exterior and protective shell or container for the objects she 
has hidden within them.  
 
The idea of vessels – and treasures – equally applies to Aldridge’s 
jars, or the shards of broken ceramic (which might have formed 
bowls, cups, vases) she has carefully attached to her banner like 
they are medals. The shards are in fact left-overs from testing 
enamel finishes that, much like the packaging on which she found 
the exhibition's title, would otherwise be discarded. Instead they 





are treated attentively, as rare adornments. And Ross’s shout outs 
are also a type of container, preserving and making special 
otherwise fugitive moments. As a whole, the works in The Outside 
Is Inside Everything We Make are defined by material and 
interpretative mobility. They are slippery with meaning, full of 
narrative and sensory references that sometimes complete and 
sometimes oppose one another. Perhaps, in sum, they are less 
connected to Eco’s uncertain that still isn’t right than they are the 
possibilities of this might also be right.  
 
 
 
 








